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CROSSWORD 
Electron Transport Chain and Oxidative Phosphorylation 
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Across 

4. Electron carrier that is mobile in membrane (10) 
6. Chemical formula for one of the electron carriers found early in the electron transport chain (3) 
7. Approximate number of molecules of ATP synthesized by oxidative phosphorylation from one molecule of glucose 

(9) 
8. Yellow coloured vitamin from which forms part of FAD and FMN molecules (10) 
9. The name of the gradient formed by accumulation of hydrogen ions in intermembrane space of mitochondrion (12) 
11. Final electron acceptor in the electron transport chain (6) 
14. Metal ion found associated with cytochrome a/a3 (6) 
15. Energy released by electrons is used to pump these ions into intermembrane space (8) 
 

Down 

1. Product of the final reaction in the electron transport chain (5) 
2. Hydrogen ions moving through ATP synthase change the ---- of the protein (12) 
3. Abbreviation for molecule that donates electrons to electron transport chain (4) 
5. Iron containing electron carrier molecules in electron transport chain (9) 
10. Poison that inhibits complex IV (7) 

12. This is released as electrons move down along electron transport chain (6) 
13. Order in which the different cytochromes (a.b and c) appear in the electron transport chain (1,1,1) 
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Does it feel like you don't get the grades you should get for the work you have 
done and the amount you know ? 

Would it be possible for you to get more marks, not just by trying to learn more 
but by making some simple changes to the way you present what you do know in 
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You will also find details on the website of how to have an essay you have written 
reviewed by the author and get further advice on incorporating some of the 
techniques in this book into your own work. 


